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The other day, and I wish I were exaggerating (you’ll see why), I went outside to finish 

up my garden fall cleanup. You read that correctly – my fall cleanup. Garden work that 

I should have completed in the fall is finally getting done. However, I digress, I went 

outside to finish up my garden fall cleanup and discovered something remarkable. 

Under the detritus (leftover) garden stuff from last year I was seeing things start to 

grow. I noticed this particularly evident in my hostas. I have a lot of hostas around my 

property in both my front yard and back yard. I am particularly fond of hostas because 

they work nicely with my approach to gardening which is essentially “put them in the ground here and hope they 

grow.” I call it my “plant and pray” approach to gardening. However, I have also found that they work nicely with 

how I have prepared my soil (I haven’t). In any case, under the leftover stuff from last year that I should have 

cleaned up in the fall I am finding hostas starting to sprout. 

This got me thinking. I couldn’t help but wonder how much stuff we have in our lives that is hiding the new growth. 

In other words, how much stuff do we have laying around that covers up the new hope, joy, energy, and 

opportunity that would normally be seen but that is being hidden? Let me give you an example of this. I have 

found that in the past year my concerns about Covid-19 have hidden the joy that normally would show more 

outwardly during the Christmas and Easter season. I’ve allowed the sadness of not seeing my Son more regularly 

(or at all apart from online – thank God for online) impact the more innate hope that would be part of my 

personhood. These are just a couple of examples, but I invite you to think about some of the things that you have 

allowed to cover over part of who you are during this past year. 

And let’s push this one step further. The house that I bought in the 19th ward was, let me say “hurting” before the 

people I bought it from had done some significant work. However, I bought it in the winter and there was no 

garden at all when it became our home. We didn’t know this, and so we spent a year or so doing some significant 

work out in the gardens.  The last few years people have told me they have appreciated that I have done some 

work outside and that my gardens have made them happy (probably just seeing something there … no comment 

on quality I’m sure). In any case, by allowing the “stuff” of life to cover over this new growth I have kept the good 

stuff hidden from others who might have found some joy from the new life that would normally be shared with 

them. 

Yes, you know where I’m going with this. How much have your actions kept the joy from others? I’ve been 

encouraged to look at my own life and consider how much I’ve kept from others by not working on myself … by 

not cleaning up the stuff in my own life or which I let cover over the new life (the hope, the joy, the … whatever). 

There may have been people who have benefitted from some of the hopefulness that would normally be part of 

my life that did not get to experience it because I’ve allowed the sadness of not being able to see my Son so 

overwhelm me. We cannot fix all of these things, but when we at least recognize them and commit to work on 

them there is the greater chance that there can be real and meaningful change. 

Commit with me this May to “clean out the gardens of our life” and allow ourselves to see what may be that new 

life that growth that can spring forth. And I also encourage us to slow down and see what new life there is in the 

life of those around us. This will take an attentiveness but perhaps this is the season in which our attention to 

these matters will bring the greatest positive impact for all of us in our church and in our community. 

Blessings,  

YOUR PASTOR'S ARTICLE 



As the weather improves and we are more inclined to head outside, 

we intend to return to the form of outdoor communion we celebrated 

last summer/early fall. However, now that we have moved from a 

posted service to a “live” Zoom based service, we need to do 

something entirely different.  

We invite you to join us Sunday May 2 at 3:00 p.m. in the “backyard” area of the church to celebrate communion. 

We have chosen this time to allow people to join us for our 10:00 a.m. Zoom worship service that we have been 

doing since December, and to respect the Myanmar Zoom service that takes place at 12:30 p.m. each Sunday. 

As a result, we have chosen 3:00 p.m. because it is an entirely neutral time that allows everyone who wishes to 

join us for a short live Communion service. We will use the exact same approach as we did last summer, and 

respect all of the same safety protocols as we did before. We invite you to join us for this safe approach to an 

outdoor communion experience.  

Join us, Sunday May 2 at 3:00 p.m. in the “backyard” area of the church (please park along Ambrose Street and 

use the gated entrance off of Ambrose Street). Masks, hand sanitizing, and social distancing are all required. 

 

Austin Pettigrew, Director 
I have been thinking about questions lately. Questions 
from myself, our children and our youth.  Online zoom 
and video chats are now the way we communicate with 
one another. It's how we check-in, pray, worship, and ask 
questions. 

The children went through a more quiet phase as we started meeting online several months ago. It's been 
interesting to see them open up and get more comfortable on the online groups we've been having.  

A few weeks ago we had some questions from our kids. One of our children asked why some state governments 
were making laws to hurt children who were transgender. Their prayer was, "I think God wants us to love and 
accept all people. If someone is transgender, I think they should be able to be who they are."  

We went into a discussion about how at Lake Avenue we welcome and affirm all people.  

The children give me a lot of hope. I want you all to know how meaningful and insightful our young people are 
and how they are wrestling with current day events. 

Our youth are struggling with questions around the unrest and killing of civilians in Myanmar. It's a difficult time. 
I don't know why there is so much violence and hate in our world. I want to be able to give them answers to these 
difficult questions. I don't have them. But what I do have is time and a listening ear. We have each other. We 
have the technology to check in with each other. We have a God who cares deeply for us and we have one 
another to grieve, pray, and listen to. 

During this difficult time, may we remember this. Questions are good, it helps shape us.  May we remember to 
be that comfort to one another. May we be that safe person to come to in times of need and great distress.  

Peace, Austin 
 

REFLECTIONS ON THE CHURCH AND CREATION CARE  

Jane Grant 

As I write these words on Earth Day 2021, my mind recalls a 

Sunday nearest the very first “Earth Day” in 1970 when Rev. 

George Hill preached a sermon at Lake Ave. Baptist about care for 

God’s creation.   This new church member carried some of what 

she heard to a classroom of 9th graders she was teaching; it was a 

serendipitous and appropriate intersection of the sacred and the 



secular.  Now 51 years later, there are still opportunities for collaboration in caring for this “garden,” this place 

where our faith story begins. 

Over the past few years our church council has expressed a desire to be more intentional about decisions that 

foster good stewardship of God’s creation.  In small ways and through more impactful measures, we have tried 

to be better.  We still have work to do!  One positive thing we have done is to have representation on our 

American Baptist region’s (ABC/RGR) Creation Collaborative/Earth Care committee.  This committee includes 

members from several local churches plus representatives from region churches in Ohio and Minnesota. 

The committee is led by Rev. Cheryl Frank of Greece Baptist.  Through her strong leadership, we have presented  

two films for viewing by region partners and others--Kiss the Ground and Gather.  The first is a hopeful look at 

ways to address climate change through regenerative agriculture (and backyard gardening!)  This interesting 

film is available on Netflix.  Gather shows how indigenous agricultural practices have been more respectful of 

creation.  

 Our third event was a night of music, a virtual concert via Zoom to raise funds for two organizations:  RENEW—

a non-profit which enables low-income Rochester homeowners to install energy saving improvements such as 

insulation and weather-stripping.  The second recipient is the Savory Institute, an international organization which 

helps farmers learn and practice techniques to encourage soil health, which translates to better human outcomes 

and planetary health. 

We are privileged at Lake Ave. to know friends from Asia and Africa; they have shared stories of the exploitation 

of people and resources in their motherlands.  We know that money and power can drive exploitation of creation 

rather than a sense of custodianship here, too. The earth and “all who dwell within it” are precious manifestations 

of a Creator who is still creating.  May we be respectful and joyful caretakers! 
 

 

 

It feels so good to be more than two weeks past my vaccination.  It has given me some freedom.  I have taken 
walks with friends without a mask.  I have visited the home of a friend who has cancer.  I spent an hour talking 
to my cleaning guy from the Zen Center face to face.  And a couple of my small groups, who are all vaccinated, 
are meeting in person - following all the protocol of course. 

We have been closed in for over a year.  We have worried about family and friends who have been sick with the 
virus or might get the virus.  We have sacrificed our freedom to protect our entire community.  Many of us have 
helped others with food and small gifts and a cheery masked welcome. 

The door to in-person relationships is ajar.  I am slowly allowing myself to step through that opening door.  
Perhaps I can even hug my son or touch a friend.  Yet I am being cautious.  I must admit I am not ready for 
crowds, even safely distanced and masked.  I think I may not be alone in this feeling. 

I have read a number of articles that talk about people who are reluctant to open the door too much.  Perhaps 
they feel comfortable unmasked with close family and friends, but are reluctant being in large gatherings and 
events.  Perhaps, people reflect, they want to be cautious expanding their “no masked acquaintance” gatherings.  

Maybe we don’t need so many casual groups and parties.  We have gotten used to more intimate conversations 
strengthened by our Zoom calls.  Those are the people I want to be with.  And honestly, I have cherished some 
hours of being alone: reading, petting the cat (or dog), doing a creative project, or enjoying the spring flowers.  I 
think I want to be less busy as I have learned during these days.  Perhaps being with one friend or two is all I 
yearn for. 

Of course, I will enjoy big family gatherings at the holidays or at my cottage.  I certainly will be happy when we 
are able to be in person at church.  I’ll want to go to a concert or play once in a while.  But I think I will start 
slowly.  I will plan my week with a walk, lunch with a friend, and a meeting with my Book Club.  I will continue to 
treasure my alone time and being home with my cat Sweet Pea. 

What are you thinking about as we face that opening door? 

SOME THOUGHTS FROM YOUR ASSISTING MINISTER, SUSAN MAYBECK 



KEN'S KORNER, MUSINGS OF YOUR OFFICE MANAGER 

This morning as I was walking Lilly I thought about how confining it must be for her 

to have a leash attached to her.  Generally, you put a leash on a dog so that you 

can walk them while keeping them safe from running off or running after a car in 

the street (which Lilly wants to do occasionally). However, when I put a leash on 

Lilly we have a reversal of roles.  She leads me rather than me leading her.  And, 

let me tell you I end up in some pretty interesting places, like under bushes or 

between a wall and a dumpster!  Also, when she sees a rabbit the chase begins 

with this 71 year old clenching the leash and sprinting behind!  I never thought I 

would become a sprinter at this age!  

You grasp leashes to hold an animal and control it or lead it. But, the more I think 

about it, it seems that all of us have, to some extent "invisible leashes" of one kind 

or another.  Some are good to have while others we could do without.  I think of 

my Chin Burmese daughter, Thang Wua, who has an invisible leash attached to 

her two daughters, Elizabeth (4) and Christina (1 1/2).  She always has to watch 

what they are getting into.  This is especially true of the little one who has been known to pick-up non-food items 

from the floor and put them in her mouth which forces Thang Wua to jump up and remove that item before she 

swallows whatever it might be.  And, Elizabeth has the tendency to go outside without telling her mother.  Thang 

Wua will be using a "leash" for a number of years until her daughters reach the age of reason.   

I also have a close friend who has a leash but that leash attaches him to bottles of liquor and crack.  Despite 

how many times he tries to break free from this leash, he still seems to remain attached.  The invisible leash that 

holds him is pretty strong and will take a lot of hard work and encouragement to cut it and attach it to something 

which is good for him. 

When we look at our own lives I think we can all truly say that we all have invisible leashes that hold us to 

something.  As for myself there are a number of leashes that I have been trying to break free from such as the 

leash that prevents me from exercising (except for the running with Lilly) or the leash that holds me to a diet that 

is detrimental to my acid reflux disease.  (Is it really possible for a man of Italian heritage to give up eating 

tomatoes and tomato sauce!)   

I pose the following question: What are your invisible leashes and what do they hold you to?  It might be an 

interesting exercise to jot yours down on a piece of paper and determine what attachments you want to maintain 

and what attachments you want to break.. You'll probably be surprised at the number of leashes that hold us to 

something and for some we may need God's help to break.  

 
Hello, everyone! Since spring has sprung (again?) in 
Rochester and with Earth Day having come and gone 
this week, I thought I would share a meditation that I 
often do while sitting in the sun or while enjoying the 
outdoors! This meditation utilizes the "melodies and 
harmonies" that Mother Nature effortlessly provides. 
I hope this time of thoughtfulness allows you to feel 
refreshed, connected to, and supported by our 
beautiful Earth while simultaneously enjoying 
nature’s music.  

To begin, find a comfortable place to sit, lie down, or if you prefer, to stand. As long as you are able to hear the 
sounds of the outdoors, anywhere is perfect!  

To become centered, try to listen for as many unique sounds as you can. How are these sounds interacting with 
each other? Can you picture where the source of these sounds is coming from? In your mind's eye, try to draw 
a picture or a map of the location of these different things. Include your breath amongst the other sounds and 
remind yourself that you are connected to all.  

By Julia Fedor 
Alto Choral Scholar & Director of the Good News Singers 



Breathe in for 8 slow counts, exhale for 8 slow counts. 

Continue with this breathing cycle and as you breathe, become aware of the areas in your body that are full of 
tension or fear. Scan from head to toe to draw awareness to these parts.  

What does the tension look like? Give each area of discomfort a unique shape, texture, color, sound. Define 
them as best you can.  

As you continue to breathe, imagine a warm, soft light. While breathing, send this warm light to all of the shapes 
you created. 

Wrap each shape with the light and surround it so that it’s fully concealed. As you exhale, try to imagine the light 
cleansing the discomfort until all that is left is the light. As the shapes disappear, focus on the sounds outside. 
Are their birds chirping? Cars driving by? A breeze in the trees? Remind yourself that you are a part of this whole.  

Complete the exercise by scanning the body again. If tension still exists, you can repeat the cycle or accept that 
the tension is there by circling it with light and reconnecting to nature’s music.  

 

Luther Rice (1783-1836) 

Luther Rice is best remembered as the organizer of the first national Baptist society in the 

United States, but he was much more.  Along with Adoniram Judson, Rice was part of the 

first band of missionaries sent from America to a foreign field in 1812.  On the way to India, 

he and Judson converted to Baptist principles.  Rice returned to the U.S. to organize support 

for the Judsons.  Rice helped to create the first foreign missionary society, the first college 

and theological school (Columbian, later George Washington University) under the auspices of the American 

Baptists, the first state convention, a national Baptist newspaper (The Latter Day Luminary), the Baptist General 

Tract Society, and the American Baptist Home Mission Society.  Rice never married and devoted himself 

tirelessly to travel in support of Baptist missions. 

In light of recent attacks on Asian and Asian Americans across the country, the Levine Center to 
End Hate is proud to partner with Monroe Community College’s Department of Global Education & 
International Services to present a Webinar series exploring the Asian and Asian American 
communities of Greater Rochester, the history of racism and xenophobia aimed at Asian and Asian 
Americans in our country, and ways we can work together to support our Asian and Asian American 
neighbors. 



The final of these sessions will take place on Sunday, May 2, 2021 from 7:00 to 8:00 pm and is 
entitled Asian in Action.   

The presenters of this session are:   

 ●Joshua Wu who is a Vice President at Edelman Data & Intelligence.   He is an analytics 
 and data science team leader who integrates social science best practices with rigorous 
 evidence-based analytics to identify key findings and communicate actionable insights for 
 clients 

 ●Jeremy Tjhung moved to Rochester in 2018 with a one-year mission: to volunteer, to 
 work  on campaigns, and to register as many voters as possible. Three years later, he is 
 still here, working on community outreach for Moms Demand Action, the ROC Against Gun 
 Violence Coalition, and Indivisible Rochester .   

●Soe Win came to the United States as a refugee from Burma in 2007. 
She is a  Karen ethnic, one of more than 130 ethnic minorities in Burma. 
She is currently a Ph.D. candidate at the State University of New York at 
Buffalo, majoring in  Global Gender and Sexuality Studies, where her 
focus is on gender equality and violence and discrimination against 
women and minorities. 

 ●Tiana Stephens is Communications Officer at the Greater Rochester Health Foundation. 

 She has been featured in the Democrat & Chronicle newspape r as a “Woman to Watch” for 
 both her media and editorial work and considerable community service. Currently, she 
 serves on several boards and committees, including the Steering Committee of the Levine 
 Center to End Hate. 

If you wish to attend this final FREE session of this series please fill out an application at:  

https://jewishfederationofgreaterroche.regfox.com/standing-with-our-asian-neighbors-part-iii 

 

CRCDS Launches New 
$300/Month Tuition Plan 

Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School (CRCDS) is excited to launch 
an innovative and new tuition model for all of degree and certificate 
programs beginning in fall 2021. The institution is making a significant 
investment in the cost of theological education, providing students with 
access to a quality, affordable, and an accessible Seminary experience.  

At its February 24, 2021 meeting the CRCDS Board of Trustees approved a new tuition model, beginning fall 
2021. Due in large part to the generosity of our donors, students in all degree and certificate programs can 
participate in a $300/month subscription-based tuition plan, for 12 months. Each student will also have the 
option to continue with the $598/per credit hour tuition model. 

As we work to provide quality theological education that is affordable and accessible to all students, it is important 
to note that this model aligns with the strategic plan we adopted last May  (https://www.crcds.edu/-
content/uploads/2020-24stratplan.pdf). This subscription-based tuition model offers us an opportunity to 
acknowledge the generosity of our donors and to assist students in graduating with minimal or no debt. As the 
Board, President, and staff join together to raise $3 million dollars over the next three years in support of CRCDS’ 
mission, the adoption of this tuition model reflects our collective investment in students’ educational goals and 
our sensitivity to their long-term financial wellbeing. 

More information will be provided in the coming weeks to current and prospective students. In the meantime, 
please direct all questions to advancement@crcds.edu 

https://www.crcds.edu/crcds/wp-content/uploads/2020-24stratplan.pdf
https://www.crcds.edu/crcds/wp-content/uploads/2020-24stratplan.pdf
mailto:advancement@crcds.edu


IMAGEOUT IS ADDING A SECOND FESTIVAL THIS 
YEAR! 

Join us from May 7-16 for First Cut, our brand new 
Spring Film Festival! We will be doing both in person 
and virtual screenings for this hybrid event.   

On Saturday May 8, we have not one, but FOUR 
screenings of new films at the Dryden Theatre, including 
Workhorse Queen.  This is a documentary about 
Rochester's very own Mrs. Kasha Davis, which explores 
the complexities of mainstream television's impact on 
queer performance culture.   

Social distancing will be in effect - in person seating 
capacity is limited to 100 people.  Masks or face 
coverings are required at all times.   

Find out more about ticket sales and ImageOut's Spring Festival at our website: www.imageout.org.  If you have 
any questions call or text the office at 585-271-2640 


